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her second major blunder, embroiling herself with the United
States, and so irrevocably sealing her own fate.
The only way in which we could immediately help Russia was to
send her material of war by the only two available routes, by sea to
the north Russian ports and by sea and land through Persia. But
the pro-Axis attitude of Riza Shah, the Shah of Persia, and the
consequent risk of danger to this latter route, made it necessary for
force to come to the aid of diplomacy, and General Quinan's army
in Iraq therefore dispatched into Persia the 8th Indiah Division
with two armoured brigades. The resistance of the Persians, who
had two divisions in the Ahwaz area and three and a half in the
Kermanshah area, was easily overcome ; the fighting lasted only
four days and was terminated on August 28 by a cease fire order
from the Shah. The simultaneous advance of Russian forces on
Kermanshah and Kazvin from the north contributed to cause the
rapid conclusion of a satisfactory agreement which authorised the
stationing of British troops to safeguard the dispatch of supplies to
Russia along the Khanikin-Teheran road. Riza Shah at once
abdicated, but even after his departure the new Government's
reluctance to deport Axis nationals necessitated the temporary
occupation of Teheran by British and Russian troops, and only in
mid-October was the situation sufficiently in hand to allow of their
withdrawal.
Though the fate of Italian East Africa had long since been
decided, there was still a force of 34,000 Italian troops in the
Gondar area and responsibility for dealing with it fell to the East
African Command under General Platt, which was established in
September, 1941. On the cessation of the rains a concentric attack
from north and east was launched by the I2th African Division,
under General Wetherall. The eastern force had a hard battle for
the Kulkaber position, which was taken only at the second attempt;
but the formidable stronghold of Wolchefit blocking the northern
road fell with unexpected ease, and only a new spell of bad weather
delayed the final drive on Gondar from this direction till mid-
November. The last battle of the campaign on November 27
led to the surrender of the whole Italian force, 23,000; this brief
campaign had only cost us some 500 casualties.
The review at Gondar which followed this capitulation was in
some sense an epitome of the war in Italian East Africa, for there
took part in it native troops from Kenya, Tanganyika, Uganda,
Nyasaland, the Sudan, the Gold Coast, Nigeria and India; white
troops from Britain, Kenya, Rhodesia, South Africa and Australia,
and a detachment of the new Ethiopian regular army. The extra-
ordinarily heterogeneous army of which these troops from all over
the globe had formed part had accounted in the course of an eleven-
months1 campaign for the whole of the 225,000 hostile troops in

